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Abstract: Vector sound intensity probe can be used to determine the DOAof a sound source by measuring the three orthogonal
components of the sound-intensity vector. Typical vector sound intensity probes are composed of six or four sensors with symmetric
structures. Such probes, in our opinion, are still not convenient for engineering implementation. A four-sensor vector sound intensity
probe with arbitrary configurations is proposed here. The flexible structure of this probe allows it easily fix in any platform. In this
paper, the direction finding algorithm based on this four-sensor probe is investigated first, then the error in directionestimates caused
by instrument systematic error in sound intensity measurements are analyzed theoretically. Last, simulation experiments are conducted
for testing the performance of DOA estimation based on this probe.

Keywords: vector sound intensity probe; sound intensity measurement,direction-of-arrival(DOA) estimation,four-sensor, arbitrary
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1 Introduction

Sound intensity in its vector form became routinely
measurable since 1980s with the development of
two-channel analyzers and the discovery of the
cross-spectral formulation [1,2] of the components of the
sound-intensity vector. In practice most sound-intensity
measurements are made using a probe consisting of two
sensors to determine the component of sound intensity
perpendicular to a given measurement surface.
Mathematically sound intensity is expressed as the
product of acoustical pressure and velocity, where
pressure is the arithmetic mean of the pressures measured
by sensor pair and velocity is derived from the pressure
difference [3]. Therefore, the sound intensity is

Ir = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T
2

− T
2

p1(t)+ p2(t)
2

[

−
1
ρ

∫

p1(t)− p2(t)
d

dt

]

dt

(1)
Where Ir is the instantaneous intensity along the line
connecting the sensor pair,p1 and p2 are the acoustical
pressures measured by sensor pair,d is the separation
between the acoustic centers of the pressure sensors, and

ρ is mass density of the fluid. Fahy[4] and Chung[5]
modified this equation with the help of Fourier transforms
to develop an expression suitable for digital signal
processing. In the frequency domain, it is given by

I( f ) =−Im
P∗

1 ( f )P2( f )
2π f ρd

(2)

Where Im[] indicates the imaginary part,P1( f ) andP2( f )
are the Fourier-transformed two sensor sound pressure
signals. The symbol * represents complex conjugation,f
is the frequency in Hz. Since 1990s, a few papers [6,7]
have described four- or six-sensor probes that
simultaneously measure all three components of the
sound-intensity vector. The six-sensor vector sound
intensity probe[8] is composed of three pairs of sensors
with pairs aligned along orthogonal axes as shown in
figure 1. Each sensor pair provides one of the components
of the three dimensional intensity vectorsIx, Iy and Iz.
WhereIx, Iy and Iz also define the x, y and z Cartesian
components. The four-transducer probe[9] is composed of
four sensors with sensors at each of vertices of a regular
tetrahedron as shown in figure 2. With this arrangement,
pressures measured at the four vertices are averaged in
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pairs to give a finite-difference approximation of the
pressure at each of the six midpoints of the edges of the
tetrahedron. The four-sensor vector sound intensity probe
can also measure the three orthogonal components of
sound intensity at the center of the tetrahedron.

Fig. 1: Six-sensor vector sound intensity probe

Fig. 2: Four-sensor vector sound intensity probe

The three componentsIx, Iy and Iz of the sound
intensity vector can be used to find the direction of a
sound source using azimuth (horizontal) and elevation
(vertical) anglesθ andφ .

tanφ =
Iy

Ix
cosθ =

Iz

I
(3)

Where sound intensityI =
√

I2
x + I2

y + I2
z . It should be

noted that the signs of the different components of the
sound intensity vector provide the information needed to
avoid 180 deg ambiguities. Therefore, the vector sound
intensity probes can not only measure sound intensity
vector, but also find the direction of sound sources. And
the main advantage of these vector probes over traditional
scalar sensors is that they allow the use of fewer sensors
and smaller array apertures, while maintaining
performance. This character makes vector sound intensity
probes very useful for locating a low-frequency
underwater sound source, while a traditional linear
additive array of pressure sensors is too large to be fix in
smaller facilities[8,10,11]. Two-dimensional acoustic
vector sensors have been used in several Navy systems,
like the DIFAR sonobuoy and the AN/WLR-9 acoustic

intercept receiver [12] . These devices have made
important contributions to the Navy sonar community,
where it is desirable to obtain an accurate DOA
estimation or bearing to a low-frequency target from a
single point in space. But the changeless structure
sometimes restricts its application. This paper proposes a
four-sensor vector sound intensity probe with arbitrary
configurations which has more flexible configuration than
the typical six- and four-sensor vector sound intensity
probe shown in figure 1 and figure 2. We investigate the
direction estimation algorithm based on this four-sensor
probe and analyze theoretically the error in direction
estimation caused by instrument systematic errors. And
we examine two examples of the application of probes
with arbitrary configurations to DOA estimation of an
underwater sound source by simulating.

2 DOA Estimation for Arbitrary Four-Sensor
Array Configurations

Fig. 3: A four-sensor vector sound intensity probe with arbitrary
geometry

As shown in figure 3, four sensors are arranged
arbitrarily but not in a same plane. The four sensors are
assumed to be located at pointsO, A, B andC. Where
pointO is selected as origin of Cartier Coordinate System
and pointsO, A, B can form a plane which is selected as
xoy plane. The coordinates of pointsO, A, B andC are
(0,0,0), (xa,0,0) , (xb, yb, 0) and (xc, yc, zc) respectively.
Wherexa,xb,yb,xc, yc andzc are all known.dOA, dOB and
dOC are the distances from sensors at pointO to pointsA,
B ,C, respectively. And they are all restricted bykd << 1,
wherek is the wave number.γ is the angle between vectors
OA andOB, and it can be expressed asγ = tan−1 yb

xb
.

IOA, IOB and IOC are the components of the sound
intensityI caused by sound sourceS along the directions
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of vectors OA,OB and OC The instantaneous sound
intensity components can be calculated by (1) and
expressed as:

IOA = lim
T→∞
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Where pO(t), pA(t) , pB(t) and pC(t) are the

acoustical pressures measured by sound pressure sensor
located at pointsO, A, B and C. According to
cross-spectral formulation, the frequency domain of the
sound intensity components can be calculated by
equation (2) and expressed as

IOA( f ) =−
1

2π f ρdOA
Im [SOA( f )]

IOB( f ) =−
1

2π f ρdOB
Im [SOB( f )]

IOC( f ) =−
1

2π f ρdOC
Im [SOC( f )]

(5)

Where, Im[SOA( f )], Im[SOB( f )] and Im[SOC( f )] are the
imaginary part of the cross spectrum of the pressures
received at pointO and A,B,C. To find the direction of
sound sourceS, the three orthogonal components of
sound intensity vector must be known. Then how to
measure the three orthogonal componentsIx, Iy andIz by
the four-sensor vector sound intensity probe is the key
point. From the arrangement of the four sensors shown in
figure 3, we can deduce the relation betweenIOA, IOB and
Ixoy . Ixoy is the projection of the sound intensity vector on
thexoy plane.

IOA = Ixoy cosφ (6)

IOB = Ixoy cos(γ −φ) (7)

The direction of vectorOA is the direction ofx-axis,
soIOA is thex-component of sound intensity vector.

Ix = IOA (8)

Then they-component of the sound intensity vector can be
expressed as

Iy = Ixoy sinφ =
IOB − IOA cosγ

sinγ
(9)

Where IOA, IOB and γ are known qualities, and the
numerator sinγ 6= 0. Sound intensityI can be written as
I = (Ix, Iy, Iz), the dot product ofI and IOC results in a
scalar can be given by

I · IOC = xcIx + ycIy + zcIz (10)

So thez-component of vectorI can be expressed as

Iz =
dOCIOC − xcIOA − yc(IOB − IOA cosγ)/sinγ

zc
(11)

Now the three orthogonal componentsIx, Iy andIz can be
calculated by equation (8) (9)and (11),respectively. then
the azimuthal angleφ and elevation angleθ can be
obtained by equation (3). Figure 4 shows two types of
vector sound intensity probe maybe fix in some platforms
in real engineering implementation. The configuration of
four sensors of the probe can be arbitrarily arranged to
adjust the form of instruments.

a)

b)

Fig. 4: two type vector sound intensity arrays fix on platforms

3 Analysis of direction estimation error

Many factors, namely, finite difference approximation for
calculation, the phase mismatch between the measuring
channels, the directional characteristics of the probe
itself, the presence of holding devices and the conditions
of the actual sound field will influence the accuracy of
sound measurement, and also influence the accuracy of
direction sensing. All measurement errors can be divided
into two types: bias errors and random errors[13].
Random errors reveal themselves by poor repeatability
and reproducibility, therefore it can always be
recommended to repeat the measurement to reduce the
random error in practice. The detailed analysis of the
random error in sound intensity measurement and
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direction estimates are given by Thierry [14]. Bias errors
are more subtle, no amount of averaging will reduce such
errors. According to Fahy [4], systematic error is the
distinct source of bias error which occur when estimating
sound intensity using vector sound intensity probe. Most
important sources of system error are: (a) the
finite-difference approximations(FDAE), (b)
phase-mismatch error and imbalance between the sensor
channels(IPME). In this section the direction estimation
error caused by systematic error in sound intensity
measurement is deduced based on two assumptions: a)
the vector sound intensity probe is located in the far-field
of the sound source, b) the sound field is a harmonic
sound filed. Here, the finite-difference approximation
error and phase-mismatch error are discussed together.
For a harmonic sound field of frequency, w, the (real)
acoustic pressure received atO, A, B andC are given as:

pO = P0e j(wt−kr0)

pA = P0e j[wt−k(r0−dOA cosαOA)]

pB = P0e j[wt−k(r0−dOB cosαOB)]

pC = P0e j[wt−k(r0−dOC cosαOC)]

(12)

WhereP0 is the pressure amplitude,k is wave number,
r0is the distance between the sound source and the origin
O. αOA, αOB, αOC are the angles of directions for the
incident plane wave of sound source with respect to the
vectors OA, OB and OC respectively. The relation
betweenα and direction of the sound source (φ ,θ ) is

cosαOA = sinθ cosφ

cosαOB =
xb sinθ cosφ + yb sinθ sinφ

dOB

cosαOC =
xc sinθ cosφ + yc sinθ sinφ + zc cosθ

dOC

(13)

Then the three components of sound intensity along the
directions ofOA, OB andOC can be achieved by cross-
spectrum formulation expressed by equation (2) :

ÎOA =
p2

0sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

2π f ρdOA

ÎOB =
p2

0sin(kdOB cosαOB +∆ϕOB)

2π f ρdOB

ÎOC =
p2

0sin(kdOC cosαOC +∆ϕOC)

2π f ρdOC

(14)

Where∆ϕOA, ∆ϕOB and∆ϕOC are the instrument phase
difference between sensor at pointO and sensors at point
A,B andC, respectively. The three orthogonal components
of sound intensity can be calculated by substitution

equation (14)into equations (8),(9) and (11).

Îx = ÎOA =
p2

0sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

2π f ρdOA

Îy =
ÎOB − ÎOA cosγ

sinγ
=

p2
0sin(kdOB cosαOB +∆ϕOB)

2π f ρdOB sinγ

−
p2

0cosγ sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

2π f ρdOA sinγ

Îz =
dOC

zc
ÎOC −

xc

zc
ÎOA −

yc

zc sinγ
(ÎOB − ÎOA cosγ)

=
p2

0sin(kdOC cosαOC +∆ϕOC)

2π f ρzc

−
p2

0ycsin(kdOB cosαOB +∆ϕOB)

2π f ρdOBzc sinγ

+
p2

0(yc cosγ − xc sinγ)sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

2π f ρdOAzc sinγ
(15)

The (real) sound intensity of a plane wave which was
determined from acoustical pressure, using the so-called
far-field approximation[15,16] can be expressed asI ≈ p2

0
/ρc. Compare to the real sound intensity components with
estimated ones expressed by equation (15), the ratio
between the estimated value and the real value can be
expressed as

mx =
Îx

Ix
=

Îx

I sinθ cosφ
=

sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

kdOA cosαOA

my =
Îy

Iy
=

Îy

I sinθ sinφ
=

sin(kdOB cosαOB +∆ϕOB)

kdOB sinγ sinθ sinφ

−
cosγ sin(kdOA cosαOA +∆ϕOA)

kdOA sinγ sinθ sinφ

mz =
Îz

Iz
=

Îz

I cosθ

=
xc sin[k(xc sinθ cosφ + yc sinθ sinφ + zc cosθ )+∆ϕOC]

kzc cosθ

−
yc

zc sinγ
sin[k(xb + yb)sinθ cosφ +∆ϕOB]

kdOB cosθ

+
(yc cosγ − xc sinγ)

zc sinγ
sin(kdOA sinθ cosφ +∆ϕOA)

kdOA cosθ
(16)

So, error in elevation angle and azimuth angle estimates
caused by the finite-difference approximation and phase-
mismatch can be shown as

∆θ =
∂θ
∂ Ix

∆ Ix +
∂θ
∂ Iy

∆ Iy +
∂θ
∂ Iz

∆ Iz

= (mx −1)cosθ cosφ sinθ cosφ +(my −1)

cosθ sinφ sinθ sinφ − (mz−1)sinθ cosθ

∆φ =
∂φ
∂ Ix

∆ Ix +
∂φ
∂ Iy

∆ Iy = (my −mx)sinθ cosφ

(17)
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In equations (16) and (17), the error in DOA estimates
due to finite-difference approximation in sound intensity
measurements can be achieved by setting the phase
mismatch between probe channels to zeros, i.e.
∆ϕOA = ∆ϕOB = ∆ϕOC = 0. And the error due to phase
mismatch can be achieved by assuming sinx ≈ x,x ≤ 1.
Here we chose a typical orthogonal four-sensor vector
sound intensity probe for an example to calculate the
direction error caused by FDAE and IPME by equations
(??) and (??) . We assume that the coordinates of the four
sensor pointsO, A, B andC are (0,0,0), (d,0,0) , (0,d, 0)
and (0,0,d), and ∆ϕOA = ∆ϕOB = ∆ϕOC = 0.5◦. The
sound source is located atθ = 60◦ andφ = 80◦ relative to
the probe. Figure 5 shows the direction measurement
errors due to FDAE and IPME with the varying kd. The
simulation results show that error due to FDAE increases
whenkd is increasing, while error due to IPME decreases.
This conclusion is consistent with the error in sound
intensity measurement by vector sound intensity
probe[17].

a)

b)

Fig. 5: Error in direction estimates caused by FDAE and IPME in
sound intensity measurement.a) Error caused by FDAE;b)Error
caused by IPME.

4 Numerical results

In this section we will examine some examples of the
application of four-sensor arrays with arbitrary
configurations to the estimation of DOA of an underwater

sound source by simulating. Here we consider the ocean
ambient noise is an isotropic noise field, which is made
up of statistically independent waves arriving from all
possible angles and is similar to the models described by
Cron and Sherman[18]. We assume a monopole source in
free field is located on a circle with elevation angleθ=60◦

andθ=30◦ relative to the probe, and the azimuth angle is
changed fromφ = 0 to 360 deg with steps of 10 deg. The
Ix, Iy andIz components of the sound intensity vector are
calculated at each step by using the formula in equations
(8) ,(9) and (11), and the angleθ and φ are determined
using the formula in (3). For reducing the random error in
DOA estimates due to ambient noise, each spectrum of
the intensity components,Ix, Iy and Iz is consisting of
sixty spectral averages. The phase differences between
sensors of the probe are
∆ϕOA = ∆ϕOB = ∆ϕOC = 0.5◦.The sound source radiated
harmonic signal with frequencyf =800Hz and signal to
noise ratio is 10dB.

A.Direction finding with the four-sensor probe shown

in figure 4a)

We redraw
the configuration of the probe
shown in fig.4a) as the left
figure. Typically we assume
that the coordinates of
the four sensors of the probe
are O(0,0,0), A(0.2,0,0),
B (0, 0.2, 0) andC(0,0,0.2).
That is,OA, OB andOC are

orthogonal to each other and their length are all equal to
0.2m. The results of direction finding are shown in figure
6 and 7. After averaging to reduce error due to ambient
noise, the errors in angle estimates are within 2◦.

B. Direction finding with the four-sensor probe shown
in figure 4b)

A four-sensor vector sound
intensity probe can be fixed in a
platform as shown in fig.4b). For
finding DOA of a sound source
by this probe, we must put these
four sensors in Cartier coordinate
system so that we can calculating
three orthogonal components of
sound intensity vector. As shown
in the left figure, sensorO is put

on the origin of the coordinate, sensorA is on thex-axis.
The length ofOA is assumed to be 0.2m. VectorOB and
OA are designed to be orthogonal, and the distance
between them is set to be 0.2m. The length ofvecBC is
0.1m. The results of direction finding are shown in figure
10 and 11. The results show that the errors in angle
estimates are within in 3◦.
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a)

b)

Fig. 6: Elevation angleθ=60◦ a) Comparison of measured angles
with real settings. b) Error in angle estimates.

a)

b)

Fig. 7: Elevation angleθ=30◦ a) Comparison of measured angles
with real settings. b) Error in angle estimates.

a)

b)

Fig. 8: Elevation angleθ=60◦ a) Comparison of measured angles
with real settings. b) Error in angle estimates.

a)

b)

Fig. 9: Elevation angleθ=30◦ a) Comparison of measured angles
with real settings. b) Error in angle estimates.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the DOA estimation for
arbitrary Compared to the symmetric arrangement of
pressure sensors of vector sound intensity probes, the
arbitrary configuration of four- sensor probe, appears to
provide an unrestricted structure in engineering
implementation. DOA estimation via the vector sound
intensity probe we proposed here is still based on three
orthogonal components of sound intensity measurements.
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